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This thesis is being written for the following 
purpose: 
1. To provide more room for the family use. 
2. To modernize the Interior structure. 
3. To increase the comfort of the house for 
the occupants. 
4. To Increase the attractiveness. 
5. To Increase the worth and durability of 
the property. 
This thesis does not include everything pre-
taining to house-planning, but it does include those 
things that will be of value to me in the planning 
and actual construction of this for my family. 
- Alton M. Britt. 
Prairie View State College, 
March 29, 1940. 
Planning and Building a Home 
Shelter like food and clothing, is one of our 
fundamental needs. There are many problems, sanitary, 
economic, social and architectual, involved in a con­
sideration of shelter. 
There are two considerations of prime importance 
which should influence every decision made in connection 
with the selection of a house. First, the primary use 
of a house is for protection, it is what we put between 
us and the world. Second, the house is our base, the 
point from which we make our contacts with the world, 
the place where we recover from our daily struggles and 
prepare for them, the place from which we set forth for 
adventure and pleasure, it is like a naval station where 
ships are repaired and where they get their supplies, 
and as with ships and their bases, the distance which 
we can put between ourselves and our houses is limited. 
Our choice of a house, as all our choices are, 
limited. In the case of the choice of a house the great­
est limitation is the economic one, again the occupations 
of the income-earning members of the family limit the 
choice of location. 
The plans for the house consist of floor plan, 
roof plan, elevation of interior and drawings of parts 
of the house such as fireplace, built-in cabinets and 
doors. This floor plan is drawn to the quarter inch scale. 
2 .  
Every house which attempts to be a home, is 
something more than a place in which to sleep and eat, 
it provides comfort for those who live in it. But how 
little thought is given to another and very precious 
quality, the beauty of the furnishings of the house. 
The first Impression of a house is to give a fair 
indication of the success of Its furnishings, if it seems 
cheerful and well ordered, we may know that whoever had 
the furnishing in hand planned it well and took pleasure 
in carrying out the plan, if it suggests comfort as well 
as beauty, we may know that practical interests were con­
sidered and that the importance of planning a house to 
be lived in was not overlooked. Is It restful? Are the 
colors harmonious? Then, there was thought of beauty 
of open spaces and simple lines, and descrimination in 
the selection of color schemes. 
The principle of harmony or unity is an important 
one, yet its essentials are simple. Any one can 
appreciate it. Simply stated, harmony or unity is a 
measure of similarity. It requires that things which 
are to be used together be similar. Unity decrees that 
a room is inharmonious if there is too much difference in 
the types of furniture. Things which are to be combined 
harmoniously must be in a large measure similar whether 
they be ideas, people, or color. 
The principle of balance is perhaps instinctively 
appreciated. Simply stated, balance is an arrangement 
which gives equivalence. It may be of color, of spacing, 
of form, of light and dark. 
So much of the charm and pleasure of a room depends 
on the color Impression. No part of the furnishing is 
more expressive of individuality than the color scheme. 
Then, too in deciding on a color scheme it must be kept 
in mind that different colors have different qualities. 
Red is always a penetrating color, why are danger signals 
always red? Yellow is a luminious color and gives the 
impression of light. Blue is a retreating color. 
Curtain materials should not be selected without 
matching or comparing them to the wall paper. Upholstery 
materials should not be chosen without comparison with 
the wall paper and curtains. Wall, curtains, upholstery 
materials, and rugs are the four most important color 
spaces in a room, and if a similarity of color runs 
throughout all four, the smaller details of varying 
color will take proper subordination in places. 
A room should have a predominating color and ad­
joining rooms should be of the same or similar color. 
It is wise to keep walls of neutral and unobtrusive 
color. The more neutral the large masses of color are 
In a room, the more varied and brilliant the details of 
decoration may be. The brighter the color of tne large 
masses, the less variety of color may be used in the 
room. A little jbright color goes a long way. 
It is also true that walls of neutral color are 
more restful and permanently satisfying than walls with 
strong color. One grows tired of an aggressive wall 
paper as of a bright colored suit which has been worn 
through a whole season. Light colors make the room 
seem brighter and larger, aside from making a room seem 
smaller, dark colors have a serious disadvantage.' Dark 
green, blue, brown, or red walls absorb so much light 
that twice as much gas or electricity is necessary for 
illumination as if light walls were used. Dark walls 
materially increase the gas or electric bill. 
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Baseboard and furniture 
5 .  
Construction 
The house I have planned will be a frame structure. 
Weather boarding will be used on all exterior walls. The 
roof will be covered with wood shingles. All exterior 
walls will have a painted surface when finished. The 
interior walls will have ship lap, canvass and paper. 
All floors will have a sub-flooring of pine and a 
finished floor of oak. All windows will be double hung. 
All doors will be white pine and two panel. 
To get the cost of materials in a house multiply 
Length x Width x Thickness. This will give desired 
deminsions. This house 43' by 30' by 2^' equals 
43' x 30' x #3,225.00. To get the labor one-third 
m+o 
is divided by $3,225.00 equaling #1,075.00. 
A standard of expenditures as plumbing fixtures, 
electrical work, papering and painting are: 
#250.00 Plumbing fixtures 
225.00 Painting and papering 
75.00 Electrical work 
These are standard prices. The total of these 
are added together and subtracted from the total cost 
of the house. 
#250.00 - Plumbing fixtures 
225.00 - Painting and papering 
75.00 - Electrical work 
#550.00 - Total cost of plumbing fixtures, 
painting and papering and electrical 
work. 
#1,075.00 - Cost of labor 
550.00 - Cost of fixtures, wiring, painting 
#1,625.00 and papering. 




#1,600.00 - Cost of lumber 
Evaluation of Plans 
The cost of architectual fees which include draw­
ing of plans and writing of specifications is figured 
at 2% of the total cost of the house. Total cost of the 
house is #3,225.00 and 2% of this amount is #64.50. 
The personal value received from this plan after 
going through this thesis and actually working it out, 
is that the steps in building a house are better under­
stood. The writer is now able to discuss intelligently 
with a contractor details concerning plans, specifications, 
and architectual designs. 
7 .  
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